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Bitcoin is

Internet cash. Programmable money.  A P2P currency.

First things first…



The Blockchain Technology.

Blockchain technology is seen as the main technological 
innovation of Bitcoin. People can rely on it to avoid 
intermediaries in many services.

First things first…



Bitcoin exchange problems

The risk of handing off your bitcoins. The client needs to transfer his or 
her bitcoins to a company in order to sell them.  Most exchanges have 
been hacked: BitFinex, Bitstamp, Coinapult, BitFloor, MtGox… 
Consequently, operational costs for an exchange company soars.

AML laws. Since exchanges keep money deposits in custody, they need to 
comply with AML laws. This translates to poor user experience and high 
operational costs.

Scalability. International expansion is complex and costly as AML laws 
vary from country to country. In some countries like China, Bitcoin 
exchange companies are banned.



No need to sign up: 
without  contracts or 

arbitrary limits.

Peer to Peer: no 
intermediaries.

We don’t keep money or 
bitcoins in our custody 
avoiding AML 
complaints.

Coinffeine exchange. 
Like BitTorrent  
for your Bitcoins.



How does it work?

Connect your bank account, 
no need for wire transfers. 
Use your payment processor 
account: OKPay, Paypal, etc.

P2P. Like BitTorrent. You don’t 
need to sign up to download a 
movie, right? Coinffeine works 
in the same way.

Desktop app. The action 
happens in your computer not 
in third-party servers.



Take a look: operations.



Take a look: market.



Take a look: wallet.



The Coinffeine protocol.

Coinffeine is a peer to peer blockchain-based technology which 
turns services into contracts among individuals. 
!

Money exchange, remittances, IoT, pay-on-demand, betting… 
these are just some markets in which our technology could 
remove intermediaries and reduce operational costs.

But the most important is…



134k  
transactions.

The Bitcoin  
market.

600M EUR 
in transactions  

every day.

88% monthly  
users growth.

Source: blockchain.info



Timeline

14th November

Project start

30st May

Bankinter 
investment

Setting up the 
company

2013

Alberto publishes the  
article to solve 

decentralized exchange 
using a mathematical model 

based on game theory.

21th November 25th November

Silicon Valley

29st April

Technical 
Preview

2014 2014 2014 2015

Coinffeine is the first 
company in the world 

funded using bitcoins as 
social capital. Bank of Spain 

invites us to speak.

Bankinter becomes the 
first bank in the world 
investing in a Bitcoin 

company.

We was selected by ICEX 
as 12 most popular 

startups to be introduced 
in Silicon Valley.

Coinffeine launches the 
Technical Preview 

product version.

Coinffeine teams up and we 
start to work on the Coinffeine 

protocol.
Seed capital investment 

agreement.

Coinffeine is selected with 
others companies as Swarm or 

BitPesa for the startup 
showcase at Coinsummit in 

UK.

Coinffeine is selected in a 
accelerator program to be 

introduced in Wall Street, NY.

First public show case of our 
technology in a public event, 

Madrid.



Our product in 70 countries  
by late summer.

Coinffeine uses local payment processors



Advantages

We have a cool and hard of replicate 
product in a new market.

Disadvantages
Technical development complexity 
could have been a risk in an initial 

phase.

No competitors



Business model 



Revenue 
Agreements with payments 

processors and banks like 
Bankinter.

Added value services 
Fast transactions, more 

payment methods…

Fee 
0.50 % Buyer 
1.00 % Seller

Business models



Coinffeine 
percentage of total 
trading volume

2015 2016 2017 2018

 

2%

10%

18%

15%

40 US Billion dollars every year in 
the Bitcoin market. 

!
400% of Bitcoin market growth rate 

average every year. 
!

We are the only one company who 
can operate in new markets like 
China because our P2P model.



Thanks.


